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Even though the big protest 
marches are over for now, the 
struggle

,
s going on just the 

same - but in secret.

These bastards need to realise that we won
,
t  

put up with Nazi wolves masquerading as sheep in  
our universities. Or anywhere else for that matter.

Wow! And you
,
re  

in the thick of it?  
I envy you, Margret.

Hermann, 
you

,
d love it!

Loads of my friends are  
pacifists too and want the  

Bundeswehr abolished outright.
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I want to protest as well ...
...  achieve something ... ... change things ...

Margret, you
,
re  

talking such crap.

The CDU aren
,
t in power any more.  

The Social Democrats are in charge at last. 
Willy Brandt

,
s on the side of the young.  

He
,
s purging the public services.

The protests  
are over.

It
,
s time for peace 

and quiet at last.

Peace and 
quiet?! - 

Dream on, 
Eduard!
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When our Defence Minister 
describes the Bundeswehr  

as a school for the  
whole nation, ...

... the Springer press keeps 
conjuring up right-wing  

hate campaigns, ...

...and the Nazi judges and 
army officers keep their jobs 
and get their pensions, ...

 ... that means nothing,
s over. Peaceful  

protests aren
,
t enough any more -  

actions have to do the talking now.

You sound like  
one of those  

Baader-Meinhof  
idiots.  

Don
,
t listen  

to her,  
Hermann!

More to the point: have you 
been to Uncle Fritz to collect 
the doctor

,
s note you need to 

submit at your army medical?

Yes, I have.  
Rachitic chest,  

it says.

*First brandished at an official ceremony at Hamburg University in 1967, the slogan “Unter den Talaren - Muff von 1000 Jahren
„
 became a key catchphrase of  

the student protest movement. Its punch can
,
t be captured in English - but in raw translation it means “Beneath the robes - the stale reek of a thousand years

„
.

*

You canYou can,,t  t  
 always expect    always expect   

plaudits ...plaudits ...

7. Georg Leber7. Georg Leber
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Ha ha! That should  
do the trick! You are  

pigeon-chested,  
after all!

Just eat your cake  
and ignore him!

Sod the  
doctor

,
s note - 

I
,
m objecting 

anyway.

You realise your chances  
of being released from  

call-up are practically zero if 
you object on grounds  

of conscience?

Richard, your  
doctor

,
s note did the 

trick, didn
,
t it!

Curvature of the  
spine, wasn

,
t it?

Mm.
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Whatever -  
but I’m objecting  

all the same.

Well done,  
Hermann - you stick  
to your principles!

Submit an objection and  
you join the opposition!

Just shut 
your mouth, 

Margret!

It’s about  
sticking up for my  

basic rights, Eduard!

Every true pacifist  
must refuse to serve  

under arms.

I want to  
make a  
stand.

And objections have to be  
submitted two weeks before  

the call-up date.

*** This poster-board was worn by a demonstrator in Darmstadt in January 1966.  

It reads: A member of the Conscientious Objection Assessment Panel told me  
I should wear this sign: I am a conscientious objector. Kill me.I am a conscientious objector. Kill me.

** Conscientious objections  

in the Federal Republic -  

Number of submissions - Year

* EXTINCT -  

TOO MUCH  ARMOUR-PLATING

TOO LITTLE BRAIN

***

**

*
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Wars ravage and destroy  
entire countries and their  

populations! To serve as a soldier 
is to endorse senseless killing!

We don’t want war! We don’t want an army! We don’t  
want dead bodies and we don’t want weapons! The  

German armaments industry, the Bundeswehr - which is the 
Wehrmacht in everything but name - it all reeks of the past!

That’s ridiculously over the top! And in any case:  
you need to say all that to the Assessment Panel - and with  
that sort of argument you don’t stand a chance...  Political 
grounds just don’t cut it - and banging on about “the past

„
  

certainly doesn’t! If you must object, then at least do it  
as a true-blue Catholic! That usually works.

(1) Freedom of faith and of conscience, and freedom to pro fess  (1) Freedom of faith and of conscience, and freedom to pro fess  

a religious or philosophical creed, shall be inviolable.a religious or philosophical creed, shall be inviolable.

(2) The undisturbed practice of religion shall be guaranteed.  (2) The undisturbed practice of religion shall be guaranteed.  

(3) No person shall be compelled against his conscience to (3) No person shall be compelled against his conscience to 

render military service involving the use of arms. Details shall be render military service involving the use of arms. Details shall be 

regulated by a federal lawregulated by a federal law..

Article 4Article 4
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Betray my principles  
and I might just as  

well join the fucking  
army anyway!

I
,
m not putting forward  

any fake excuses!  
I
,
M NOT A COWARD!

Why didn
,
t you claim  

residence in Berlin, like me, 
then this mess would  
never have happened.

I DON
,
T DUCK AND WEAVE,  

EDUARD, UNLIKE YOU!
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Application for exemption from military service  Application for exemption from military service  

on grounds of conscience as per Article 4,  on grounds of conscience as per Article 4,  

Paragraph 3 of the Basic LawParagraph 3 of the Basic Law

As an 18-year-old I have reached that stage of  As an 18-year-old I have reached that stage of  

development where we begin to form a coherent picture development where we begin to form a coherent picture 

of the world and start taking responsibility for  of the world and start taking responsibility for  

ourselves and our actions. I love the environment I  ourselves and our actions. I love the environment I  

inhabit, and learn from it every day. Everything I do  inhabit, and learn from it every day. Everything I do  

is dependent on human beings; not only the people I live is dependent on human beings; not only the people I live 

with and love, but people in general and our shared  with and love, but people in general and our shared  

history.history.

Killing another human being is not something I could  Killing another human being is not something I could  

ever justify to myself - doing so would destroy me. And ever justify to myself - doing so would destroy me. And 

weapons training is necessarily directed at just such  weapons training is necessarily directed at just such  

a lethal outcome.a lethal outcome.

If I were ever to contemplate firing a weapon at  If I were ever to contemplate firing a weapon at  

another human being, or more generally adopt the view another human being, or more generally adopt the view 

that killing other people is right, I would be undermining that killing other people is right, I would be undermining 

the very basis of my own existence as a human being.the very basis of my own existence as a human being.

I am as keen as anyone else to defend human freedom - I am as keen as anyone else to defend human freedom - 

but not by resorting to the very thing that destroys but not by resorting to the very thing that destroys 

our freedom, namely the willingness to kill.our freedom, namely the willingness to kill.

It can never be justified.It can never be justified.

And there can be no justification for anything that And there can be no justification for anything that 

tramples on a person’s conscience.tramples on a person’s conscience.

Draft 1Draft 1

21.5.197221.5.1972

H. BrinkmannH. Brinkmann
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Give us a  
hand, lads!

I
,
ve brought a  

load of cigs from  
Cloppenburg!

50 pfennigs a packet! We can flog them for  
a mark a time tonight - a bit of extra moolah  

for the common purse!

Great! Macke will soon  
be here as well with  
a new load of hash.

Great!
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* Trains running, dollars rolling, machines whirring, people slaving,  

building factories, building engines, building motors, building  

cannons, building for who? Destroy the things destroying you!

(These lines and the corresponding ones on the following page are part of the lyrics 

of the iconic 1970 number Macht kaputt was euch kaputt macht by the rock group 

Ton Steine Scherben.)

*
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Hey, Rita, is the party really that  
boring? What

,
s so thrilling that  

you don
,
t want to join the fun  

with the rest of us?

Only a few pages  
to go! But if you  

really want to know:

Ah! L,E
,
tranger!  

I couldn
,
t put it 

down either!

How lovely!  
So you like the French 
existentialists as well?

* Destroy the things destroying you! Destroy the things destroying you! 
** Bombers flying, tanks advancing, policemen beating, soldiers dying,  

protecting the bosses, protecting shares, protecting the law

**

**
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I sure do!  
“Losing one

,
s 

life is nothing 
special ...

„

“... but to see 
the meaning  
of life simply  
disappear,  

that,s what,s  
unbearable.

„

Wow, that
,
s  

bleak! I
,
m  

more for this:

“The meaning  
of life consists  
in enjoying  it  

to the full.
„

Then surely  
you

,
ll want  

to dance!
Don

,
t I ever!
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